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Health Committee Letter
View the current HPQ Cycle information.
Learn More


Standardized Tests
Explore required tests for different health profession programs.
Learn More


Contact Us
Get guidance, expertise, and advice.
Learn More
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Careers in the Health Professions
It’s an exciting time to consider pursuing graduate studies and careers in the health professions field. The future of healthcare increasingly features interdisciplinary and interprofessional teams working to provide successful patient-centered care. That’s why it is important to learn about the various roles within these healthcare teams and consider which one is the best fit for your strengths, skills, and goals. Have questions? We can help.
Learn More 


19percent
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, health care occupations is projected to grow 19% from 2014 to 2024 (much faster than the average for all occupations).


Gap Year
Why Rochester students and alumni have chosen to pursue health professions studies and careers—and how the University has prepared them to succeed.

Learn More


Student Spotlight
Why Rochester students and alumni have chosen to pursue health professions studies and careers—and how the University has prepared them to succeed.
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Need help or more information? Contact us.




        
        
      
      
        
    
      Applying to Health Professions Programs

	Location
	University of Rochester
The Gwen M. Greene Career and Internship Center
4-200 Dewey Hall
P.O. Box 270028


	Phone
	(585) 275-2366


	Email
	career.center@rochester.edu


Arts, Sciences & Engineering
	The College
	School of Arts & Sciences
	Hajim School of Engineering & Applied Sciences

Helpful Links
	AS&E Intranet
	Directory
	Web Communications
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Follow Rochester
	Facebook
	Twitter
	YouTube
	Instagram
	LinkedIn
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      University of Rochester	PhoneContact us
(585) 275-2121

	LocationSee maps and directions
Rochester, NY
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